36 WEEKS OF LIVE, ONLINE TRAINING THAT
WILL REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR BUSINESS.

Most of us started out with dreams of owning our own shop, being our own boss, and living the good life. Unfortunately, 95% of shop owners are overly stressed and lack the financial rewards or freedoms that should come
with business ownership. We start the 12-month program by focusing on the mission, vision, and culture of your
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The online group will meet 3 times a month over the next 12 months. Each
meeting will last approximately 1.5 - 3 hours. Hear from industry leaders like Greg
Bunch, Dan Taylor, Jason Servidio, Frank Scandura, Ron Haugen, and Ryan Clo.
In this one-of-a-kind group, we will tackle the most essential factor in your
success, YOU. We will teach you how to approach your life and business in a
proactive way to bring harmony and direction.

Weekly Training for Shop Owners who want more
money, more freedom, and fewer headaches
Week 1
Introduction. Learn facts and figures about the industry, both current and future. We will go over how to
define your mission and the importance of having a CEO mindset.

Week 2
Setting goals and effective meetings are tools for building a great culture. You will learn how Transformational
coaching can change your culture and bring performance to life in your organization.

Week 3
Accountability is not a bad word! We will teach an inspiring and educational class called “Accountability
without an Iron Fist” We will follow-up with a group discussion on how to apply the principles to what you
learned from the class.

Week 4
We will start a deep dive into KPIs, what they are, and what they should
be in your shop. Everyone may have a different model, but we all need
to track leads, sales, and profit. Car count, ARO, conversion rates, and gross
profit are just the beginning of what goes into knowing your numbers.
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Week 5
We will share our Daily Tracking tool and how we manage our stores with it. Learn the levers that top shops
pull to get the results we want, day after day. Each member will be given a spreadsheet that can be customized to their business.

Week 6
You will learn the secrets that make top shops grow and prosper while experiencing the collaborative brainstorming Mastermind model that has helped businesses across America break through the barriers and
achieve incredible success. We will go through a Mastermind session with 3 shop owners from the group.

Week 7
Consumers’ expectations will continue to rise. Learn how you and your
shop can provide world-class customer service. Every shop owner will take
away nuggets that will increase your sales and customer loyalty.

Week 8
Is your business structured for success? Learn how to structure your
shops around customer convenience and put the odds in your favor of
making the sale. Learn to tie your marketing and sales process together,
increasing your phone-to-visit conversion rate.

Week 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13
Winning on the phone is a 5-part series on the essential tool to bring business in your door, your telephone. Learn
real-world techniques to capture appointments and sales missed by most shops. Hear what we experienced from
listening to over 6,000 inbound phone calls. You will learn how to lead the conversation and avoid the pitfalls that
most shops fall into when dealing with a prospect looking for a shop. Learn how a mentality shift, in both shop owners and advisors, can fill your shop without additional marketing!
Learn the most effective way to stop quoting prices over the phone and get the customer in your door. We
teach next-level scheduling systems that keep broken cars in your bays while continuing to bring in minor services
to keep your pipeline full. This is the most potent and in-depth training on next-level phone skills in the market.

Week 14
Mastermind session with 3 shop owners

Week 15
I am MASTER; learn to maximize your advertising dollars by using your offers as a sales tool. We will teach
you advanced selling techniques that will dramatically increase your closing ratio and customer loyalty.
Learn how to bring your technicians into the sales process and convert tire-kickers into loyal clients who
look to you for all their automotive needs.
(Continued on next page)

Think Beyond Business. Expect Transformation.

Week 16
The 5 missing parts of the sale. Many owners and service advisors have never had professional sales training
and, therefore, do not know how to increase their closing ratios. Follow the steps outlined in this course, and
watch your sales and customer loyalty sky-rocket!

Week 17
Become a professional communicator. In business and life, most problems can be traced back to poor
communication. Shop owners, managers, and advisors are paid to be skilled communicators. Learn proven
methodologies to speak with customers and technicians and build their trust. This class may also improve
your marriage!

Week 18
Mastering Diagnostic Sales. So many shops struggle to sell the value of the hardest thing we do, diagnostics!
Get paid what you’re worth by learning how to present diagnostics to your customers and reduce the tension
and confusion around what it takes to fix today’s vehicles.

Week 19, 20, 21
Increasing your Average Repair Order through superior sales techniques. We present how top shops increase
their ARO. We all know that customers who fix what their car needs and keep up on their preventative maintenance will have a safer and more reliable vehicle. Learn to guide the sales process and see your clients get the
required services their car needs. Most importantly, you will be transformed into a bold and confident
professional and will have the tools to deal with all types of customers.

Week 22
Mastermind session with 3 shop owners

Week 23
No empty bays! What happens when a customer declines a needed repair or service? Learn specific and
proven techniques to capture lost sales and keep your bays full. We are not teaching high-pressure sales,
but how to get your customer to reconsider without feeling pressure.
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Week 24, 25, and 26
Shop workflow and technician productivity. Are you tired of the daily bottleneck of work trying to come in, but
not getting out? Are your technicians busy but not getting the flagged hours to show it? Learn how the top shops
in the country move vehicles through their shops and maximize their facilities.

Week 27
Interviewing and hiring technicians. We all need qualified technicians in order to stay in business. Learn proven
interviewing and onboarding processes that will land you skilled technicians who fit your culture.

Week 28
Interviewing and hiring service advisors. Your manager or advisor is the face of your company; you must
get the right person to do the job. Learn how the top shops vet talent and hire rock stars.

Week 29 and 30
Understanding financial statements and cash flow. Too many businesses are run by the checkbook balance.
You don’t need an accounting degree, but you need to know how to read your financial statements and balance
your most crucial resource, cash.

Week 31, 32, 33
Marketing Mastery. Marketing is an everchanging aspect of our businesses. Learn the latest and most effective
way to market your shop. From digital, to print, to community-based, we will cover every aspect of an effective
marketing strategy.

Week 34, 35, and 36
Emotional Intelligence and leadership are the fuel needed to grow and thrive in business. The top trainers
in the industry will bring practical leadership to life and teach you practical ways to raise your leadership
game and bring your business and life to a level you never thought possible.

Think Beyond Business. Expect Transformation.

Greg Bunch is an automotive industry entrepreneur and a successful

multi-location shop owner. He is also an industry-leading speaker, trainer,
and consultant who founded the Transformers Institute. Greg’s automotive
journey began in southern California where, as a teenager,he fixed Volkswagens as a hobby. He became a master technician and has also been a
service advisor and a manager before making the transition to starting his
own shop. He has since grown it to a multimillion-dollar company that has
sold over $70 million in service since he opened his doors in 2001. His
journey has led him to share his knowledge by serving on the boards of
Ratchet and Wrench magazine and the Automotive Institute of Science and
Technology. Greg’s unique approach to life and business has inspired people to work hard
to become the best that they can be. His mission is to ‘transform’ the auto repair industry
while helping others do the same. Greg resides in beautiful Colorado with his wife Elaina
and has five children,and eight grandchildren. He enjoys spending time with his family,
exploring the great outdoors of Colorado, off-roading, performance driving, and traveling.
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